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The National Social Work Voter Mobilization Campaign, also known as Voting
is Social Work, involved social work faculty, field educators, practitioners, and
students in a nonpartisan voter engagement drive. Following the 2018
elections, researchers surveyed Campaign participants in social work schools
and agencies to document their voter engagement activities.The study
reported extent and amount of their involvement. The survey distinguished
between the voter engagement participation of school- versus agency-based
social workers, which has not been studied elsewhere. Participants also
reported the benefits of political participation to individuals, communities,
and the profession and perceived barriers such as organizational constraints,
fears of appearing partisan, and distrust of politics. Presented in historical
context, the findings highlight the need to mainstream voter engagement
throughout social work education.
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Voting is a hallmark and the linchpin of democracy. It offers numerous benefits to individuals,
communities, and the profession. Legislators provide more resources to communities (geographic
and demographic) with higher voter turnout (Hylton, Smith, Powers, Ostrander, & Lane, 2018;
Martin & Claibourn, 2013). Elected officials prioritize the collective needs and enact policies that
benefit registered rather than the unregistered voters who disproportionately are young, lesseducated, low-income, and persons of color (Hill, Lane, Powers, & Rhodes Smith, 2019; Martin,
2003). Less well-known is how voting benefits individuals. While causal connections remain uncertain, voting may contribute to improved health and mental health (Klar & Kasser, 2009; Sanders,
2001; Sifferlin, 2018; Thoits & Hewitt, 2001), stronger social connections (Kagan, 2009), and
a greater sense of personal efficacy (Ballard & Syme, 2016; Sanders, 2001), or what some call
“civic health” (Kansas Civic Health Index, 2016; p. 6).

Social workers and the vote
Given social work’s location at the intersection between the individual and society, the profession is
well-positioned to play a pivotal role in promoting voter registration, especially as its outcomes
support social work’s values and its social justice mission (Lane, Humphreys, Graham, Matthews, &
Moriarty, 2007; Sandler, Hylton, Ostrander, & Smith, 2018). Yet, despite its empirically documented
benefits, less than half of all accredited social work schools/programs include voter-education activities
(Pritzker & Burwell, 2016). Individually, many social workers also reject voter-engagement work,
viewing it as outside the realm of micro-practice (Ritter, 2008). Others accept the prevailing myths that
voter mobilization on the job is partisan, illegal, or unprofessional (Haynes & Mickelson, 2010; Rocha,
Poe, & Thomas, 2010; Rome & Hoechstetter, 2010). Perhaps this is why social workers invest little time
in voter engagement. Rome and Hoechstetter’s (2010) survey of 1,274 social workers found that even
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politically engaged social workers selected activities requiring minimal effort. Parker and Sherraden
(1991) reported that social workers preferred political activities that did not require initiative, wielding
power, or engaging in conflict. Using her prototype of political participation, Domanski (1998) found
that the number of active respondents decreased as activities required greater resource expenditures.
Lack of information about laws that permit public and private nonprofit agencies to engage in
nonpartisan voter engagement activities may also play role. The U.S. Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
rules allow tax-exempt organizations to engage in specific political activities, the Hatch Act (5 U.S.C.A.
7324) only bars some public employees from particular partisan activities (Thompson, 1994), and
many states allow convicted felons to vote in presidential elections. The current pressures on social
workers and agencies to do more with less may also limit time needed for voter engagement
(Abramovitz & Zelnick, 2018). Despite these barriers, social workers participate in political activities
more than other professions (Bernklau-Halvor, 2016) and vote at higher rates than the general
population (Rome & Hoechstetter, 2010). This article contributes historical content and current
empirical knowledge to the understanding of social work’s participation in voter engagement at social
work schools/programs and social service agencies nationwide and documents the need for greater
civic participation by social workers.

Historical backdrop
The social work profession has always known that voting supports a robust democracy, a just society,
and an equitable welfare state. The following historic review of the National Conference of Charities
and Corrections (NCCC) meetings and the Human Service Employees Registration and Voter
Education (Human SERVE) voter registration campaign reveals that the profession longunderstood the power of the vote, challenged the barriers to voter engagement, and recognized
the vote as key to social change.
NCCC (1897–1982)
Throughout the late 19th and 20th centuries, women, persons of color, and others struggled, and
many gave their lives, for the right to vote. The 15th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution (1870)
enfranchised Black men by making it illegal for the government to deny any U.S. citizen the right to
vote on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude. Beginning in the late 1800s, the
NCCC1 periodically highlighted voter-related issues and urged electoral participation for social
workers. Space limits presenting the rich details, but NCCC speakers regularly addressed the barriers
that limited ballot access for some groups, the negative beliefs about politics that limited social
work’s electoral participation, and the benefits of voting, all of which still prevail.
By the turn of the 20th century, many NCCC speakers supported the Black vote and hoped that
access to public education would increase literacy and overcome Jim Crow barriers (Sanborn, 1887;
Tutwiler, 1900). Politically incited fears of the era’s mass immigration led some speakers to favor
a 5-year residency requirement to exclude “undesirable” immigrants (i.e., “paupers,” “lunatics,” and
the “disabled”) (Van Antwerp, 1890; p. 280-281). Pressed by the women’s suffrage movement, the 19th
Amendment (1920) prohibited denying any U.S. citizen the right to vote based on sex and NCCC
speakers regularly supported women’s enfranchisement (Dusenberry, 1911; M’Mechen, 1911;
Richardson, 1892; Thomas, 1910). Still others argued that the Constitution’s moral character laws
wrongly denied the vote to felons, especially if poor (McCook, 1895). Wright (1919), a social worker
and minister, deplored the exclusion of Black World War I veterans from juries and the voting booth.
Stoney (1941) decried poll taxes, residency, and other registration requirements that suppressed the
1

We searched the Annual Proceedings of the NCCC online available for 1887–1982 using the terms Voter, Voting, Vote, Suffrage,
Ballot, Enfranchis*, Disenfranchis*, Presidential Election, Voter Fraud, Right to Vote, Activism, Civic Engagement [NCCC
1874–1917; National Conference of Social Work, 1917–1955; National Conference of Social Welfare, 1955–1985].
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vote of Black World War II veterans and most other Blacks. He noted “The first recorded lynching of
1940 was of a Negro man in Tennessee who tried to vote and to get other Negroes to vote” (p. 180).
Speakers also recognized the benefits of voting. Some credited (often on sexist grounds) increased
social betterment to women’s greater civic participation (Dusenberry, 1911; Richardson, 1892; Thomas,
1910). Brandeis (1911) argued that universal suffrage (then only for White men) obliged the government
to ensure economic security when the market did not do so. Moskowitz (1923) declared that “social work
has everything to gain and nothing to lose in learning to utilize the forces of political action” (p. 467).
Vittum (1924), a Chicago settlement house leader, urged social workers to overcome their fear of politics,
to teach people how to vote, and to link it to improved neighborhood conditions (i.e., tenement house
lighting, clean dairies, etc.). League of Women Voters’ representatives Rockwood (1928) and Wing
(1929) emphasized organizing and lobbying. Amid a withering post–World War II attack on the
expanding welfare state, Clark (1954) urged social workers to remind politicians of “what the voters
want” and that “in a democracy every citizen’s vote carries equal weight” (p. 93).
However, the post-Reconstruction enactment of Jim Crow laws denied Blacks the promised vote for
almost a century (Piven & Cloward, 2000). Not until pressed by the civil rights movement did Congress
pass the 1965 Voting Rights Act that banned the literacy test (poll taxes were banned in 1964). Its
Amendments expanded the protection to Spanish, Korean, and other language minorities (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2017). That year, Pemberton (1965) asked if social workers had the moral right to engage in
civil disobedience on behalf of voting rights for Blacks. Alan Wade (1966) argued that social workers’
“belief that politics is dirty” and their “preoccupation” with individual over system change prevented
[them] from “integrating political action into social work practice” (p. 55). Whitney Young, Jr. (1965).2
called on social workers to “harvest the voter crop, to align with the civil rights movement in a war on
poverty and for voting rights … ” (p. 48). Rhodes (1969) attributed successful Southern voter
registration drives to intense local community organizing. Cohen (1970), president of the National
Conference on Social Welfare,3 and others regularly identified voter registration, political activism,
and ending voter residency requirements as top professional priorities. A decade later, faced with
President Reagan’s anti–welfare state agenda, Stoner (1982), assistant dean, University of Southern
California, School of Social Work, decried that schools dropped community organizing courses,
reiterated the need for political action practice models, and hoped that local fights against “the political
avalanche of right-wing policies,” would provide “important stimuli for community organization
practice” (p. 25).

The Human Service Employees Voter Registration and Education Campaign (Human SERVE)
(1982 to 2000)
Human SERVE, forerunner of the National Social Work Voter Mobilization Campaign, sought
greater electoral participation and political power for chronically underrepresented voters. Launched
in 1983 by sociology professor Frances Fox Piven, social work professor Richard Cloward, and civil
rights and welfare activist Hulbert James, Human SERVE pursued two strategies: mobilization of the
social service sector and advocacy for universal voter registration.
Initially, Human SERVE organizers called on social workers to register their own clients to vote
(Piven & Cloward, 1983). They saw clients, workers, and agencies as natural allies given that all three
groups relied on government jobs, benefits, and funding (Moss, 1993). During the 1984 election,
15,000 agencies—or just 1% of those4 working with Human SERVE—registered 275,000 people
nationally (Piven & Cloward, 1985).
2

The first elected president of the National Association of Social Workers founded in 1955.
NCCC’s name changed in 1955.
Affiliated organizations also included YWCAs, Planned Parenthood agencies, the National Abortion Federation, plus women’s
health clinics, childcare programs, community health centers, mental health centers, and centers for the disabled and hospitals
in New York City (Piven & Cloward, 1985).
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Human SERVE attributed these low results to various barriers: the sheer number of agencies
involved, varied state voter registration rules, and strong resistance. Many human service workers
still believed that registration was “political” and thus unprofessional and worried that clients might
feel coerced to register as a condition of service. Faced with President Reagan’s deep budget cuts,
agency directors also feared the loss of funding (Piven & Cloward, 1985). In the mid-1980s Human
SERVE persuaded a Washington coalition of good government and civil rights groups to press
Congress to support their universal registration strategy. Before long, Human SERVE won voter
registration at motor vehicle bureaus and public-assistance offices in 30 states (Piven & Minnite,
2013). The proliferation of these cost-effective and fraud-free state “motor voter” programs legitimized federalizing the model (Moss, 1993; p. 2). Human SERVE achieved its goal of national
institutional reform when, in 1993, President Bill Clinton signed the National Voter Registration Act
(NVRA). The NVRA required states to offer voter registration services by mail, at social service
offices, and at motor vehicle offices.
The backlash began almost immediately! In 1994, Republicans tried to delay, repeal, defund, or
make the NVRA voluntary, followed by several unsuccessful state constitutional challenges to the new
federal mandate. Powerful political resistance further undermined NWRA’s effect by ensuring weak
enforcement, the registration of more voters at motor vehicle than public assistance offices (more likely
to reach the poor people and persons of color), limited involvement by public and nonprofit agencies,
and the slow processing of voter registration applications by state officials (Piven & Minnite, 2013).
Nonetheless, in 1998, voter registration in NVRA-covered states rose by 3.72%, or some 7,100,000
people, more than 1994, the previous comparable election. Just over 70% of the nation’s eligible
voters registered, the highest percentage for any congressional election since 1970. However, 43%
were registered at motor vehicle offices compared to only 5% at public assistance offices. A 2005
study of 103 people leaving an Ohio Jobs and Family Services program found that only three
reported receiving a voter registration form (New York Times Editorial Board, 2009). Observers at
public assistance offices in Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Maryland, and other states reported similar
experiences. While the NVRA represented a major victory, it did not increase the much-harder-toproduce voter turnout due to both ongoing resistance and early voter suppression efforts that
escalated following the election of Barack Obama, the nation’s first Black president. Despite decades
of reform in the 21st century, the U.S. electorate continues to be one of the most unrepresented
among the advanced democracies (Piven & Minnite, 2013).
Ongoing voter suppression
Civil rights pressures and the Voting Rights Act protected the franchise until 2013 when, in its Shelby
County v. Holder decision, the Supreme Court invalidated the provision that had prevented many
states from gerrymandering districts and enacting voter suppression laws.5 These setbacks eroded the
hard-won victories of the civil right movement, especially for marginalized Black Americans, immigrant groups, and other populations of color (Keyssar, 2009; Piven & Cloward, 2000). According to the
Brennen Center for Social Justice, “the range of voter suppression efforts [was] more widespread,
intense, and brazen [in 2016] than in any other [election] since the modern-day assault on voting
began. …” (Roth & Weiser, 2018). It is likely to intensify. In 2019, in Rucho et al. v. Common Cause
et al., the Supreme court ruled that the federal courts are powerless to hear challenges to gerrymandering. They concluded that partisan gerrymandering claims present political questions beyond the reach
of the federal courts (Liptak, 2019). Voter suppression exacerbates the already low voter turnout in the
United States. Presidential election turnout rates dropped from a high of 62% of eligible voters in 2008,
to 58% in 2012, and then increased slightly to 59.2% in 2016. The always lower mid-term congressional
election turnout fell from 40.4% in 2006 to a low of 36.7% in 2014—the lowest in 72 years (New York
5

Voter suppression laws include: Voter ID laws, fewer early voting sites and shorter voting hours, remote location of voting
stations, purges of voter registration rolls, spreading false voting information online, and gerrymandering, among others.
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Times Editorial Board, 2014). After the controversial 2016 election and the advent of the Trump
administration, the 2018 mid-term election turnout rose to 49.7%. Yet half of registered voters did not
vote (United States Election Project, n.d.). Since a small number of votes decide many elections, low
turnout rates are highly problematic. At the same time, if a constituency is mobilized, a small number
of voters can influence election results, especially at the local or state level.
The National Social Work Voter Mobilization Campaign (Voting is Social Work)
In winter 2017, picking up where Human SERVE left off, and drawing on the resources already
developed by the Humphreys Institute for Political Social Work, Influencing Social Policy, the
Congressional Research Institute for Social Work and Policy,6 two social work educators7 founded
the National Social Work Voter Mobilization Campaign (Voting is Social Work). Supported by the
profession’s political action mandates, it set out to register agency clients and to mainstream voter
engagement in social work education. The Council on Social Work Education’s (CSWE) (2015)
Policy Practice Competency #5 states, “social workers understand their role in policy development
and implementation within their practice settings … and … . actively engage in policy practice to
effect change within those settings.” The National Association of Social Workers (NASW) Code of
Ethics (2018) states social workers should “ facilitate informed participation by the public in shaping
social policies and institutions”... [and] be aware of the impact of the political arena on practice and
should advocate for changes in policy and legislation to improve social conditions (Standards,
sec 6.02).
By spring 2018, the largely volunteer campaign had won endorsements and participation from the
major national social work organizations,8 many state NASW Chapters, BSW and MSW programs,
and social service agencies, among others. The largely unfunded campaign9 created an all-volunteer
leadership team10 and a national task force comprising 20 to 25 social workers from around the
county who conferenced regularly to plan and implement a nonpartisan voter engagement strategy.
The campaign reached out to and connected with leaders of major social work organizations, social
work school/program faculty, field directors, field work staff, and students among others. Drawing
on the campaign’s website (www.votingissocialwork.org), webinars, social media, as well as their own
social media platforms and organizational networks, the campaign participants distributed Voting is
Social Work material to their own large memberships. This material included informational flyers,
academic and popular articles, sample class and field assignments, and links to other nonpartisan
voting rights organizations.With field education as its “hub,” the campaign targeted the 12 million
clients served by social workers every day, only 22% of whom vote, according to Angelo McClain,
chief executive officer of NASW (Mizrahi & Holmes, 2018).
The decentralized organizing approach produced a large ripple effect. By the November 2018 midterm election, Voting is Social Work had reached many social work schools/programs and social workers
across the country; raised awareness about the importance of registration and voting; challenged myths
suggesting that voter registration with clients, constituents, and students was unprofessional, illegal, or
partisan; connected voting to social, work values, practice, and education; and advanced civic participation among social workers. However, our necessarily decentralized approach limited our capacity to
6

The Fund for Social Policy Education and Practice, New York Community Trust funded the development of the original website.
Terry Mizrahi and Mimi Abramovitz, both at Silberman School of Social Work, Hunter College, CUNY.
Council on Social Work Education, the North American Network of Field Educators and Directors; National Association of Deans
and Directors; Special Commission to Advance Macro Practice in Social Work; Network of Social Work Management; Association
for Community Organization and Social Administration; #MacroSW; Influencing Social Policy; Latino Social Work Organization,
Congressional Research Institute For Social Policy; the Association of Baccalaureate Social Work Program Directors; the National
Rural Social Work Caucus, National Association of Perinatal Social Workers, the Clinical Social Work Association, and the National
Association of Social Workers and many state NASW chapters.
9
Voting is Social Work was largely unfunded except for support from Silberman School of Social Work to fund a part-time
temporary program manager, a private donation, and several thousand dollars raised by Web Go Fund Me drive.
10
Terry Mizrahi, Mimi Abramovitz, Katharine Hill, Beth Lewis, Tanya Rhodes Smith. Added later: Rebecca Sanders, Debbie Mullin,
Elena Callahan.
7
8
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determine number of schools/programs, social workers, students, or agencies that participated in the
campaign nationwide or the number of clients registered. Yet the literature offers some confidence.
Lehman and Gutierrez (2012) found that when nonprofit agency staff discussed voting with clients, the
clients’ voting rate exceeded national averages. Other studies document the ability of social service
agencies to raise voter turnout among traditionally marginalized populations (Lane et al., 2007; Leroux
& Krawcyk, 2014; Miller, Donnelly, & Mak, 2019). Following the 2018 mid-term election, we reviewed
the campaign with the major participants. We anticipate the findings of this study will guide the
campaign as we proceed on the road to 2019, 2020 and beyond.

Study design and methods
Drawing on the existing literature and the campaign’s goals, this study explores five questions: (a)
How and to what extent did social work respondents engage in voter-engagement activities as part of
the campaign and on their own? (b) What did school/program and agency respondents identify as
barriers to the integration of voter engagement activities in their respective settings? (c) What did
respondents identify as the benefits of voter engagement to individuals, communities, and the
profession? (d) What beliefs about social work’s professional role and the efficacy of the vote
might deter social workers from voter engagement involvement? (e) How might social workers
support future voter engagement in social work education, practice and policy? In spring 2019, the
Voting is Social Work research team designed an online survey to address these questions. It was
pilot-tested with 15 social work students, faculty, and agency personnel, and revised based on their
feedback. Using Qualtrics, an anonymous electronic survey was distributed to 800 people, all of
whom had participated in the campaign to some extent.
The sample consisted of people who worked in or attended a social work school/program, a social
service agency, or another type of human service organization. The sources of their e-mail addresses
included those captured by the Voting is Social Work website portals; people who participated in the
campaign, including members of endorsing organizations; campaign task force members; and other
interested individuals. After updating the sample, removing duplicate e-mails and 35 undeliverable
contacts, the final list contained 764 eligible respondents. Five weekly reminders were sent from
May 5, 2019 to June 15, 2019. Of the 367 people who responded, using listwise deletion, we removed
approximately 50 surveys with missing information on 50% or more of the questions. Of the 317
remaining surveys, we also removed 22 people who did not identify as social workers or social work
students. The final analytic sample included 295 respondents, yielding a response rate of 38.6%.
Where appropriate, Qualtrics’ skip-logic feature directed school/program and agency respondents to
questions relevant to their setting. The other questions were answered by all respondents. Many
questions included an open-ended response, allowing respondents to offer an alternate response.
Using both SPSS and the Qualtrics analytic tools, we conducted descriptive, univariate, and bivariate
statistical analysis of the variables. The Hunter College Human Research Protection Program Office
reviewed this project and determined that Institutional Review Board review was not required.

Results
All 295 respondents who participated in the Voting is Social Work campaign worked in a social work
school/program (47.1%), a social service agency (20.3%), another type of human service organization
(22.4%), or were students (10.2%) (Table 1).
For the purpose of analysis, we combined the above four categories into two groups: those
working or attending a social work school/program (57.3%), and those working in social work
agencies and other organizations (42.7%). All told, more respondents worked or attended a school
than an agency. Table 2 shows their primary job positions. Among the 161 social work school/
program respondents, most (50.9%) were full-time or part-time (7.5%) faculty. Among the 122
agency/organization respondents, direct practitioners comprised the largest group (45.1%). The
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Table 1. Respondent’s primary social work role/location.
Social Work Role
n
%
Social work school/program
139 47.1
Social work student
30 10.2
Social service agency/organization
60 20.3
Another type of agency/organization (not specifically social services) 66 22.4
Total
295 100.0

Table 2. Respondent’s primary position in their school/program or agency.
Type of Position
School/program position
Administrator
Faculty (full time)
Faculty (part time)
Student
Other
Total
Agency position
Direct practice (micro or macro)
Supervisor
Administrator/manager
Other
Total

n

%

30
82
12
26
11
161

18.6
50.9
7.5
16.2
6.8
100.0

55
5
32
30
122

45.1
4.1
26.2
24.6
100.0

survey had a wide geographical reach, engaging at least one social worker from 40 of the 50 states,
with the largest numbers clustered in New York (15%) and Michigan (10%). Because not all
respondents answered each question, the total n in the remaining tables may not equal 295.
The survey was sent to everyone that we knew who participated, however minimally, in the
Voting is Social Work campaign. Provided with a list of possible ways to interact with the campaign,
respondents selected Yes, No, or Not Applicable for each reported activity.11 As previously noted,
most of the social work literature describes electoral participation of social workers as limited.
However, anecdotal evidence from activists, our own shared experiences, and Domanski’s (1998)
finding (noted above) that electoral participation fell as the effort demanded by the activity increased
suggested otherwise. To explore this issue we categorized each activity in our survey as requiring
a low, moderate, or high amount of effort based on our assessment of the time, resources, and
leadership it required.

Amount of effort
Table 3, focused just on the Voting is Social Work campaign activities, shows that most respondents
reported participating in low-effort activities using the readily accessible website (66.2%). Others
reported activities requiring a moderate effort: attending a voting engagement meeting at their
school or agency (36.9%), attending at least one of the Voting is Social Work webinars (35.5%), or
contacting Voting is Social Work for information using its e-mail portal (18.4%). Almost half (49.1%)
reported a high-effort activity (helped to organize a voter-related event their school or agency).
Many fewer (12%) reported other high-effort activities (i.e., joined a campaign task force or led
organization that endorsed the campaign).
We also asked respondents if they participated in voter-related activities on their own as well as
through the campaign. Both school/program- and agency-based respondents received a list of
possible voter-related activities relevant to their respective setting. For each activity they could
11

The responses reflect respondent’s report of their activities, which may be subject to memory or other selective biases.
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Table 3. Voting is Social Work campaign activities and amount of effort required.
Respondents Reporting Yes
Campaign Activities
Low-effort activities
Used Voting is Social Work website for information and resources
Moderate-effort activities
Attended online voter engagement meetings at my school/agency
Attended Voting is Social Work webinar organized by Humphreys Institute
Contacted Voting is Social Work by e-mail
High-effort activities
Member of Voting is Social Work task force or led endorser organization
Helped organize voter-related activities at my school/agency
Other

n

%

182

66.2

100
97
49

36.9
35.5
18.4

32
136
38

12.0
49.1
40.4

Table 4. Voter-related activity and amount of effort required in schools/programs and agencies.
Participants Reporting Yes
Type of Voter-Related Activity
School/program
Low-effort activities
Encourage students/faculty/staff to vote on election day
Distributed info to my class about how to vote
Moderate-effort activities
Discussed voter engagement at school meeting
Included voter information in course material syllabus
Encouraged field agencies to engage constituents to vote
High-effort activities
Included voting-related assignment in my class
Registered students, faculty, or staff to vote
Organized a school-wide voter engagement event
Included voter-related activities in student’s field learning contract
Other
Agency activities
Low-effort activities
Distributed information about how to vote
Distributed information about the importance of the vote
Moderate-effort activities
Discussed voter engagement at an agency meeting
High-effort activities
Registered people to vote
Organized community voter-engagement event
Organized an agency-wide voter-engagement event
Provided training on voting
Other

n

%

143
119

89.4
75.3

96
89
63

61.5
55.9
40.4

55
50
44
25
37

35.0
31.6
28.0
16.2
6.0

91
89

78.5
76.7

62

53.5

51
34
31
21
7

45.1
30.1
27.4
19.4
16.3

check Yes, No, or Not Applicable. Table 4 reports the participants who checked Yes for each school/
program and each agency activity (they could check more than one activity) categorized by the
amount of effort required.
Both school/program- and agency-based respondents reported many activities (Table 4). However,
75% to almost 90% of the school-based activities fell into the low-effort category, reflecting minimal time,
resources, or leadership (i.e., distributing information voting and encouraging people to vote on election
day). From 40% to 60% of school-based respondents participated in moderate-effort activities (i.e.,
raising the topic at a school meeting, finding and adding voter-related material to a course syllabus, and
taking the time to interact with the school’s field agencies to increase voter engagement). The fewest, one
third or less of the school-based respondents, reported high-effort activities (i.e., designing an assignment, registering students or faculty to vote, or organizing a school-wide event).
Participation in agency-based activities paralleled those at the school (Table 4). Over 75% of the
respondents in both settings participated in low-effort activities that involved distributing material
about voting or similar tasks. Just over half participated in moderate-effort activities that—like their
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Table 5. Respondent’s estimate of the extent of their involvement in voter-related activities.
Extent of Involvement
To a small extent
To some extent
To a moderate extent
To a large extent
Total

n
63
92
74
50
279

%
22.6
33.0
26.5
17.9
100.0

school/program counterparts—involved raising voting issues at an organization-wide meeting.
Although fewer agency-based social workers engaged at the high level, nearly half in this group
did register people to vote.
Extent of involvement in voter-related activities
Respondents were asked to estimate the extent of their overall involvement in voter-related activities at
their school or agency. This self-reported assessment of “how much” they were involved differs from
our assessment of the amount of effort required by each activity, which refers to time, resources, and
leadership. Table 5 shows that slightly more respondents (55.6%) reported “more” involvement (a
moderate or large extent) than those who reported “less” involvement (44.4%) (a small or some extent).
Activities
Using these two categories, we analyzed both school/program and agency activities by the respondent’s estimated extent of involvement and then categorized this self-report by the amount of effort
required by each activity. Table 6 compares school- and agency-based respondents by the extent of
their involvement (more vs. less) in each activity categorized by the amount of effort required by the
Table 6. Voter-related activities by extent of involvement, amount of effort required, and location.
Less
More
Involved Involved
Location, Amount of Effort, and Type of Voter-Related Activity
School/program activities
Low-effort activities
Distributed information about how to vote in my class or at the school
Encouraged students/staff/faculty to vote on Election Day
Moderate-effort activities
Encouraged field agencies to engage clients, community, and staff to
vote
Discussed voter engagement at a school/program meeting
Included voter-engagement in course materials/syllabus
High-effort activities
Included a voter-related assignment in my class
Included voter-engagement activities in student learning contracts in the
field
Registered students, faculty, or staff to vote
Organized school-wide voter engagement event to speak
Agency activities
Low-effort activities
Distributed information on how to vote in class/school
Distributed information on the importance of voting
Moderate-effort activities
Discussed voter engagement at agency meeting
High-effort activities
Registered people to vote
Provided training for voting
Organized agency-wide voter event
Organized community-based voter-engagement event

n

%

n

%

Total
Involved
n

χ2

(df = 2)

59 50.0 59 50.0
79 55.6 63 44.4

118
142

18.3 p < .001
8.1 p = .017

29 48.6 33 53.2

62

8.2 p = .016

44 46.3 51 53.7
37 42.0 51 58.0

95
88

16.5 p < .001
25.3 p < .001

23 41.8 32 58.2
9 37.5 15 62.5

55
24

11.7 p = .003
7.7 p = .021

18 36.7 31 63.3
11 25.6 32 74.4

49
43

17.9 p < .001
27.3 p < .001

41 45.1 50 54.9
39 43.8 50 56.2

91
89

9.9 p = .007
12.1 p = .002

22 35.5 40 64.5

62

16.5 p < .001

18
7
6
6

51
21
31
34

12.3
4.4
20.2
24.5

35.3
33.3
19.4
17.6

33
14
25
28

64.7
66.7
80.6
82.4

p
p
p
p

=
=
<
<

.002
.103
.001
.001
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Table 7. Respondent’s views on barriers to voter engagement, by location.
Location and Barriers
Schools/programs
Creates concern about partisan activities in educational setting
Lack of administrative support or encouragement
Creates unnecessary worry among faculty about getting into trouble
Takes up too much time from required course content
Requires faculty to have special training and information
Is not required for CSWE accreditation
Interferes with the student–teacher relationship
Other
Total
Agencies
Lack of administrative support or encouragement
Clients have more pressing needs or priorities
Takes up too much time from work with clients and community
Creates unnecessary worry among staff about getting into trouble
Interferes with the client–social worker relationship
Agency fears loss of government and private funding
Requires staff to have special training and information
Adds to client’s burdens instead of helping them
Other
Total

n

%

98
80
47
42
36
30
12
34
149

65.7
53.7
31.5
28.1
24.2
20.1
8.1
22.8
100

69
41
40
38
37
33
27
8
19
109

63.3
37.6
36.7
34.8
33.9
30.2
24.7
7.3
17.4
100.0

Note. Respondents were asked to select the top four.

activity (high, moderate, low). It shows that extent of involvement (more vs. less) made a difference.
With one exception (school, low effort), for each school- and agency-based activity, more of the
more than the less-involved respondents participated in each activity.
In addition, we compared the more and less involved by amount of effort expended in activities
for both schools/programs and agencies. Among the more involved, as the amount of effort required
for voter-engagement activities increased from low to high, the share of respondents also increased.
In contrast, among the less involved, as the amount of effort required by voter-engagement activities
increased from low to high the share of respondents indicating they had engaged in each declined.
The contrast between the more- and less-involved respondents was especially wide in the high-effort
activities in both school and agencies.
Barriers, beliefs, and benefits of voter engagement by social workers
This section explores respondents’ views regarding barriers, including beliefs, that might keep social
workers from participating in voter-engagement activities on the job plus their own views of the
benefits of voter engagement to individuals, communities, and the profession.
Barriers to social worker involvement in voter engagement
Presented with a list of possible barriers, respondents at schools/programs and agencies selected
what were, in their view, the top four barriers to voter engagement for their school/program or
agency colleagues. Table 7 presents the barriers reported by all school-based and agency-based
respondents. They fall into two categories: organizational and classroom barriers (in schools) an
organizational and client related barrier (in agencies).
The overwhelming majority of school-based respondents checked “concerns about partisanship”
(65.7%) among their top four barriers, followed by other organizational issues such as “lack of
administrative support and encouragement” (53.7%) and worries about “getting into trouble”
(31.5%). About one fifth identified barriers related to the classroom, such as time constraints,
need for special training, and accreditation. However, only 8.1% believed “interfering with the
student–teacher relationship” represented a barrier. Among agency-based respondents, the
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overwhelming majority (63.3%) gave the top rank to “lack of administrative support and encouragement,” followed by other organizational concerns such as “creates unnecessary worry among staff
about getting into trouble” (34.8%), “agency fears of loss of funding” (30.2%), and “need for special
staff training” (24.6%). Others focused on practice-related barriers such as “clients have more
pressing needs or priorities” (37.6%), “takes up too much time from work with clients and community” (36.7%), “interferes with the client–social worker relationship” (33.9%), and “adds to client’s
burdens instead of helping them” (7.3%).

Beliefs about social worker involvement in voter engagement
Respondents also thought that a social worker’s belief about professionalism and about the efficacy
of their vote might limit their participation in voter-related activities on the job (Table 8). From the
NCCC Proceedings to the Human SERVE campaign to current research findings, some social
workers have rejected electoral activism as violating profession norms or regarded politics as
“dirty.” Our survey provided respondents with a short list of “common beliefs” and asked them to
select up to two that, in their view, were most likely to deter a social worker from becoming involved
in voter-engagement activities.
The overwhelming majority (86.9%) reported that social workers may not participate in
voter-engagement activities on the job because they regard it as a “partisan activity.” Others
indicated that the belief that voter registration is unprofessional, unethical, or illegal may deter
participation. Table 8 also shows that beliefs about the efficacy of a social worker’s vote might
also limit their voter engagement work. More than half of the respondents think their
colleagues’ “lack of information about politics and government” reduces their voter engagement. From 30% to 40% checked that social workers believe their “vote does not make
a difference,” that the “candidates do not represent them,” or that “politics is not for them.”
One fifth added that social workers hold back from voter engagment work because they “do
not trust the political system.”

Benefits of voter engagement to communities, the profession, and individuals
As previously noted, voter engagement can deliver benefits to communities and to the profession. Indeed,
for this reason many social work schools/programs train social workers for macropractice (i.e., organizational, policy, and community organizing practice). Fewer social workers realize that voter engagement also
benefits individuals, linking micro- and macropractice (Abramovitz & Sherraden, 2018).
Table 8. Respondents’ views about the role of the profession in voter engagement (N=261).
Social Workers’ Beliefs
Voter engagement is:
A partisan activity
Unprofessional and unethical
Illegal
Other
Total
Efficacy of the vote:
They don’t have enough knowledge or information about politics and government
Their vote does not make a difference
The candidates do not reflect diverse interests and needs of different individuals/groups/communities
Politics is not for them
The political system cannot be trusted
Other
Total
Note. Respondents were asked to select the top two responses.

n

%

227
87
58
51
261

86.9
33.3
22.2
19.5
100

146
105
98
89
58
13
267

54.6
39.3
36.7
33.3
21.7
4.8
100
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The community
The benefits of voter registration to communities (geographic and demographic) are probably best
known to social workers and the public. Respondents selected up to two such benefits that, in their
view, were most important to communities (Table 9). More than 70% identified “increasing
a community’s political power.” Many fewer (30–41%) referred to “counteracting voter suppression,”
“increasing people’s involvement in community affairs,” and “increasing resources delivered by
elected officials to the community.” Less than one fifth perceived strengthening democratic institutions as a community benefit.
The profession
NASW regularly conducts voter registration and get-out-the-vote (GOTV) drives, indicating its
belief that electoral participation benefits the profession and its contituents. When asked what two
benefits, in their view, were most important to the profession, more than three quarters of
respondents selected “amplifying social work’s voice in public policy debates” (Table 9). More
than half of respondents selected “promoting activism among professionals,” and more than one
third said that voter engagement “supported NASW’s mission and values.” Many fewer included, as
benefits to the professsion, the CSWE’s competency to “promote human/community well-being” or
“challenging myths about social worker involvement in voter-related activities.”
Individuals
Respondents also identified benefits of voter engagement to individuals. Over 60% said voter
engagement could “increase people’s feeling of civic participation and/or community engagement.”
From 40% to 50% of respondents believed that voter engagement enabled individuals to influence
social policy and increased their access to the vote. About one third selected “enhancing individual
well-being, a sense of belonging, and efficacy.”

Table 9. Respondents’ views on the benefits of voter engagement.
Benefit
To community
Increasing a community’s political power
Counteracting voter suppression efforts
Increasing people’s involvement in community affairs
Increasing resources provided by elected officials to a community
Strengthening democratic institutions
Other
Total
To profession
Amplifying social work’s voice in public policy debates
Promoting activism among professionals
Supporting NASW’s mission and values
Fulfilling CSWE’s accreditation goal to promote human/community well-being
Challenging myths about social worker involvement in voter-related activities
Other
Total
To individuals
Increasing people’s feeling of civic participation and/or community engagement
Providing ways for individuals to influence social policy
Increasing access to the vote
Enhancing individual well-being, a sense of belonging, and efficacy
Other
Total
Note. Respondents were asked to select the top two responses.

n

%

191
112
96
87
44
2
271

70.5
41.3
35.4
32.1
16.2
0.8
100.0

206
148
101
38
33
6
270

76.3
54.8
37.4
14.1
12.1
2.1
100.0

167
150
125
83
7
272

61.4
55.2
45.9
30.5
2.6
100.0
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Next steps: Advancing voter engagement by schools, agencies, and public policies
One purpose of this study was to learn from the Voting is Social Work participants how the
campaign might, in the future, advance voter engagement at their school/program or agency.
Asked to select up to four actions, social workers in both settings included the same top three:
(1) educating students about election issues, voting rights, and civic issues; (2) systematic integration
of voter engagement throughout social work education and practice; and (3) informing students that
voter turnout secures resources for individuals and communities (Table 10). Educators also suggested specific practical school-related activities such as school-wide voter registration, education
and outreach, interorganzational collaboration, and student learning contracts in field settings.
Fewer, but still about 25%, focused on training students, staff, faculty, and field instructors to
register people to vote, and more research on voter engagement.
Agency staff also recommend specific agency-related practical priorities, which included registering people to vote, helping them to vote on election day, interorganization collaboration, and
training staff to register people and support voter activities at agency sites.

Public policies recommendations for advancing voter engagement
We also explored public policy recommendations that might advance voter engagement (Table 11).
Respondents selected up to four policies that, in their view, were most important for the social work
profession to support. All the policies addressed currently debated ways to increase access to the
ballot for all. Responses were not separated by school and agency. Over 70% of the respondents
selected “easier ballot access.” Almost two thirds chose “automatic voter registration” (65.9%) and
“ex-offender enfranchisement” (64%). Around half selected “making national voting days a work
holiday” and “campaign finance reform.” Only one third called for more research on voter
suppression.
Table 10. Respondents’ view on actions to advance voter mobilization, by location.
Location and Actions
Schools/programs
Educate students about election issues, voting rights, and civic issues
Systemically integrate voter engagement throughout social work education and practice
Educate students that high voter turnout secures resources for individuals and communities
Promote school-wide voter-registration education and outreach
Collaborate with other organizations in voter-related activities
Add voter activities to student-learning contracts in field settings
Train students, staff, and faculty to register people to vote
Include voter engagement information in field instructor training
Help students, faculty, and staff to vote on Election Day
Encourage student and faculty research on voter engagement
Other (please specify)
Total
Agencies
Educate students about election issues, voting rights, and civic issues
Systemically integrate voter engagement throughout social work education and practice
Let people know that high voter turnout secures resources for individuals and communities
Register them to vote
Help them to vote on Election Day
Collaborate with other organizations and agencies in voter-related activities
Organize community forums and invite candidates to speak
Train to register people to vote
Support voter activities at agency sites
Other (please specify)
Total
Note. Respondents were asked to select the top four responses.

n

%

118
97
77
68
61
61
45
38
24
17
4
161

72.1
60.3
47.8
42.2
37.9
37.9
27.9
23.6
14.9
10.6
2.5
100.0

81
50
49
41
41
41
34
30
29
4
106

76.4
47.1
46.2
38.7
38.7
38.7
32.1
28.3
27.4
3.7
100.0
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Table 11. Respondents’ view on social policies to advance voter mobilization.
Policies to Promote Ballot Access
Easier ballot access (e.g., same-day voting, mail-in voting, absentee ballots)
Automatic voter registration
Ex-offender enfranchisement
Make national voting days work holidays
Campaign finance reform
Abolish the Electoral College
Conduct more research on voter suppression
Other
Total

n
190
176
171
137
133
110
95
5
267

%
71.2
65.9
64.0
51.3
49.8
41.2
35.6
1.6
100.0

Note. Respondents were asked to select up to four responses.

Summary and discussion
This article adds three important dimensions to the existing literature on social workers and the vote. It
(a) includes information from NCCC proceedings and about the Human SERVE drive, (b) analyzes voter
engagement by the amount of effort required by voter-related activities (high, moderate, low) and by the
extent of the respondents’ involvement (more vs. less), and (c) not elsewhere reported, it distinguishes
between the experiences of school- and agency-based social workers.
Discussions of the vote at the NCCC meetings (not elsewhere reported) and analysis of the
Human SERVE campaign provide an important historical account revealing that voting-related
barriers, beliefs, and benefits have long been on the social work agenda and that our predecessors
also hoped that agencies would register clients to vote. Against the historical backdrop, we explored
how today’s social workers participated in voter engagement work through the National Voter
Mobilization Campaign (Voting is Social Work) as well as on their own.
We deepened the analysis by categorizing each voter-engagement activity as reflecting a low,
moderate, or high amount of effort based on the activity’s demand for time, resources, and leadership.
Two thirds of all respondents reported participating the low-effort Voting is Social Work campaign
activities, and 49% participated in one of the high-effort activities. Most of those selecting a moderate
effort fell in between. We also analyzed voter engagement activities at school/programs and agencies. In
both settings, social workers participated in comparable activities. They encouraged people to register,
distributed information, discussed voting issues at organizational meetings, organized a major event,
and registered people to vote. In both settings most respondents also participated in low-effort activities,
followed moderate-effort activities. Many fewer took up high-effort activities.
In addition to the amount of effort required of each activity, we asked respondents to estimate the
extent of their involvement in voter engagement work. Over 55% of the respondents reported more
involvement and 44.4% reported less involvement. Adding to the existing literature, we found that
respondents’ extent of involvement (more vs. less) made a difference in the effort they expended on
voter-related activities in both school/program and agency settings. Rome and Hoechstetter (2010)
and Parker and Sherraden (1991) found that social workers participated only minimally in electoral
activism. In contrast, in this study, the proportion of the more-involved respondents was greater
than the proportion of less-involved for each activity. Unlike Domanski (1998) who discovered that
activities that required greater resource expenditure drew fewer participants, we found this pattern
applied only to less-involved participants. That is, a greater share of the more-involved social
workers participated in high-effort than low-effort activities while a greater share of the lessinvolved participated in low-effort activities. Further, among more-involved participants, the volume
of respondent participation was greater for activities requiring a higher amount of effort.
As our historical account documents, social work has long recognized the barriers and the
benefits of voter engagement. The school/program- and agency-based respondents in this study
report both similar and different barriers to integrating voter engagement into their work. The
school barriers fall roughly into two general categories: organizational and classroom. School-based
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respondents gave top rank to organizational concerns, such as appearing partisan, lack of administrative support, and worries about getting into trouble. Many fewer selected student–teacher
relationship, lack of time, or the need for special training. Agency-based social workers divided
the top barriers between organizational issues and client needs. They also ranked lack of administrative support or encouragement as the top barrier. One third selected other organizational issues
(i.e., worries about getting into trouble and agency fears about loss of government funding). Another
third of these practitioners feared that devoting time to voter engagement competes with time for
addressing client needs—a concern exacerbated by the current demand that social workers do “more
with less” (i.e., more reporting, productivity, and efficiency with less staff, fewer programs, and
reduced funding) (Abramovitz & Zelnick, 2018).
Both school and agency respondents indicated that they think that colleagues’ beliefs about their
proper professional role and the efficacy of their vote deter voter engagement. Almost 90% report that
their colleagues’ beliefs that voter engagement is partisan acts as a deterrent. Many fewer identify as
a deterrent the belief that voter engagement is unprofessional, unethical, or illegal. As for the efficacy of
the vote, the greatest number of respondents believe a lack of sufficient knowledge or information about
politics and government deters social workers from involvement in voter-related activities. They also
think that social workers may not have much faith in politics or the political system, captured by the
belief held by their colleagues that “politics is not for them.” At the same time and somewhat contradictory, respondents themselves see the benefits of voter engagement. By far, most agree that voting
increases community involvement and its political power; helps to counter voter suppression; and
produces resources for individuals, communities, and the profession. In contrast, and somewhat
surprisingly, only a few suggest that it strengthens democratic institutions.
Social workers also heralded benefits to the profession. Most agree that voting amplifies social
work’s voice in policy discussions and promotes activism among professionals. To a lesser extent,
they believe that voter engagement supports NASW’s values, or helps to fulfill CSWE’s accreditation
goals. Only 30% thought voter engagement enhanced individual well-being, a sense of belonging or
personal efficacy, a finding that could be remedied with more education.
Finally, respondents have many ideas about how the campaign can advance voter-engagement in
schools/programs and agencies in the future. Most give top priority to educating students and mainstreaming voter engagement into education and practice. Reflecting their different jobs, school and
agency social workers offered different but equally useful practical steps. Large numbers of respondents
also supported policy change. They ranked the least controversial policies first but also gave high
numbers to other policies. We cannot end this report without re-iterating the deeply racialized history
of voter registration. Past efforts to block access to the vote and current voter suppression tactics,
including felon disenfranchisement, deliberately target persons of color.

Limitations
The study findings cannot be generalized to all social workers or indicate causality due the nonrandom sample, the largely descriptive analysis, and the recruitment of respondents from the campaign
participants. The latter may also account for the high response rate (38.6%). Additionally, the large
number of “other” comments we received suggests a deep interest in voter engagement and will be
analyzed in the future. Altogether, the findings contribute to the literature. They also will be useful to
the ongoing work of the Voting is Social Work campaign as well as to any administrators, faculty,
students, or practitioners who are or might decide to become active in voter engagement work.

Future research
We need to know how to (a) mainstream voter engagement throughout social work education and
practice, (b) increase the number of social workers who become more involved, especially in higheffort voter engagement activities, (c) ensure that social workers understand the many benefits of
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voter engagements, (d) identify what works to increase voter engagement, (e) reduce the organizational barriers to voter engagement at schools/programs and agencies, and (f) systematically assess
the effect of our efforts. More broadly, social work can (g) examine the effect of voting regulations
on social worker and clients by race, (h) assess efforts to undo voter suppression, (i) challenge
unfounded beliefs about professionalism and electoral activism, and (j) determine what motivates
social workers to become involved in voter engagement work.

Implications
The findings of the study have major implications for social work education, practice, the profession,
and advocacy. The historical context reminds us of the profession’s long-standing support for
electoral participation. Outcomes of any election affect the profession’s values, its capacity to serve
those in need, and its commitments to social justice. Thus, social work education can and must play
a role, helping social workers to understand that voter engagement benefits individuals, communities, and the profession and supports the social work mission.
Systematic integration of voter engagement content into social work education
The findings of this study call for systematically making nonpartisan voter engagement
a fundamental part of social work education. Voter engagement (a) associates the vote with social
work goals and values, (b) links micro- and macropractice and helps to balance the social work
curriculum, (c) enables social workers to register their clients/constituents who are more likely to be
targeted by voter suppression laws and less likely to vote, (d) is key to the professional socialization
of students, and (e) honors our commitment to civic participation and social justice.
However, increasing social workers’ involvement in voter engagement requires integrating voter
engagement throughout the social work classroom and field education. To this end, we can counter
the unfounded beliefs that deter voter engagement by social workers, emphasize that higher voter
turnout yields more resources for communities and more support for social welfare programs, and
document the negative effect of both low voter turnout on marginalized communities and the
racialized history of felony disenfranchisement and voter suppression. At the same time, we can
mainstream voter engagement throughout social work education by ensuring that content on voting
rules, rights, and requirements is covered in all practice, policy, and research classes; that student
activities and assignments focus on civic participation; and that we identify candidates whose policies
benefit social workers and clients. Mainstreaming also requires more voter training for field
instructors, more field projects that train students to register voters and getout the vote, and the
effective transfer of voter mobilization lessons from the classroom to field education and vice versa.
In the end, greater civic participation will increase students’ political efficacy, build their voterengagement competence, encourage advocacy, and more generally promote greater participation in
society’s democratic institutions.
Advocacy for voter engagement
No one-size-fits-all approach to voter engagement advocacy exists. However, schools and agencies
can teach social workers how to navigate the structural barriers embedded in the political context,
address the resistance within their own organizations, undo the unfounded beliefs that deter voter
engagement by clients and colleagues, and become informed about permissible nonpartisan activities
and 1993 National Voter Registration Act’s mandate. Schools and agencies can also partner with
each other, collaborate with state and local voting rights experts, organize and or support voter
registration and GOTV drives, work with national and state organizations to counter mounting voter
suppression laws and to secure social policies that increase access to the ballot. These and other
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actions elevate the profession’s call for social justice for all. Further campaign info can be found at
www.VotingisSocialWork.org.

Conclusion: A national effort
While Voting is Social Work lacked the resources to validate the number of people it mobilized,
anecdotal evidence suggested its efforts made a difference. With so many serious challenges to the
nation’s democratic institutions, now is the time for social work to re-affirm the rights of all citizens
to be represented at the polls. The National Social Work Voter Mobilization Campaign has increased
visibility of and need for voter-engagement in social work, activated stakeholders, and provided
voter-engagement training and resources for countless educators and practitioners. The campaign
will continue to collaborate with its organizational endorsers, including CSWE. It is a cofounder,
with NASW, of the national “Social Work Votes” Coalition announced in July 2019. The ideas of our
respondents and others will guide the campaign as it moves on the road to 2019/2020 and beyond.
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